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Abstract 8.9 GHz 10 K EPR studies of three Low-symmeby cenhs in x-irradiated &on 
are reported. Precise spin-Hamiltonian parameters are given for a Z?+ centre. including 91Zr 
hypenine and 89Y superhyperfine matrices, where the ideal letragod symmetry of the Zr site is 
lowered by charge compensator0) to Laue class i. Precise g-values are given for two previously 
unreported electron-hole centres shown to be located respectively al short- and long-bonded 0- 
ligand sifes. each of Laue class Um, monoclinic. 

1. Introduction 

There is currently considerable interest in precise parameters of paramagnetic species in 
single crystals as determined by elecbon paramagnetic resonance (EPR). Such measurements 
have been greatly facilitated by the development of an extended (maximally reduced) spin 
Hamiltonian (SH) containing all terms under the usual symmetry constraints of the site of 
the paramagnetic ion and its spin, S (McGavin et al 1990). and the use of full matrix least- 
squares refinement (McGavin et a1 1989) together with precise crystal-alignment procedures 
to determine the parameter principal values and their corresponding principal directions with 
a precision close to that obtained for bond-direction determination in single-crystal x-ray 
crystallography. EPR thus allows one to measure with high precision the parameter matrix 
(tensor) properties in the microregion surrounding a paramagnetic ion. Such measurements 
are exemplified by measurement of a large variety of paramagnetic centres in a-quartz 
(We2 1984 and references therein) and are now being extended to other crystals of practical 
importance, e.g., Caw04 (McGavin and Tennant 1985) and the current work on ZrSi04. 

Our interest in zircon arose in the first instance from the quality of EPR information 
obtained for a-quartz and the possibility of extending this to other crystalline materials 
of technological importance. There is a keen interest in zircon as a ‘high-tech’ material 
because of its high refractive index, its hardness and resistance to chemical attack. High- 
purity synthetic zircon may be used in laser components, in which case it is important to 
be aware of the impurities, often at trace levels, which may be associated with unpaired 
electrons, and their consequent amenability to study by EPR. 

In this paper we present detailed EPR studies of three low-symmetry paramagnetic 
species: a triclinic Qt centre (previously observed and reported by Solntsev and 
Shcherbakova (1973)) and two previously unreported monoclinic species thought to be 
hole centres trapped at ligand 0 atoms. We group these three because of their symmetry 
characteristics; the Zr3+ centre is only slightly lower than monoclinic symmetry and the 
other two are, within the accuracy of the measurements, exactly monoclinic. 
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2. Experimental details 

The crystal of zircon chosen for study was grown from molten Li2Mo04-Mo03 as described 
by Chase and Osmer (1966) and supplied by Aerospace Corporation, CA. The crystal was 
cut to a parallelepiped (dimensions 5.5 x 3.5 x 2 mm) with rectangular faces parallel to 
the crystallographic a-, b- and c-axes of the tetragonal (space group 141jamd) system. 

All measurements were carried out at X band at around 10 K using a Varian E12 
spectrometer. The crystal was irradiated under liquid nitrogen using x-rays from a W tube 
and the sample transferred cold to the Displex head of the EPR cavity system. The cavity 
system is similar to that previously described by Isoya et a1 (1987). The crystal is mounted 
on a Cu holder attached to the reflux head inside a modified Varian E235 wide-access 
cavity, and is rotated about an axis precisely perpendicular to the magnetic field. The angle 
of rotation in the plane containing the static field can be determined to about 1 minute of arc 
and in the plane vertical to this accurately using EPR degeneracies of the symmetry-related 
sites in particular crystal orientations. All measurements described herein were performed 
in the bc- and ab-planes of the crystal. Use of the technique of symmetry-related sites as 
described by Weil eral (1973) meant that all parameter matrices were then well determined. 

R F C Claridge et ai 

3. Results 

After irradiation, a number of paramagnetic species was observed and identified as illustrated 
in figure 1. Here we shall report the centres labelled A (otherwise known as @+(e) after 
Solntsev and Shcherbakova (1973)), D and a room-temperature (RT) centre not shown in 
the figure. The B vi’+), C (Sn3+?) and E (AIO:) centres were also measured and analysed 
but will not be reported herein. 
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The three centres A, D and KT were observed only after irradiation at 77 K. Under 
the conditions used to measure spectra of the A centre (0.2 mW microwave power) the D 
and RT centres were saturated. These could only be observed satisfactorily at low power 
(0.05 mW). The A and D centres disappeared on warming to above 100 K. The RT centre 
is so named because it was the first, but not the only centre to be found to be stable after 
warming to room temperature. As shown later, the similar power saturation behaviour 
suggests that the A and RT centres are related. 

3.1. The A centre 

Distinct S = spectra from the abundant even zirconium isotopes (90Zr (5.1.5%), 92Zr 
(17.1%), 942r (17.4%). 962r (2.83%)) and "Zr ( I  = $, natural abundance, 11.2%) were 
observed. Each were split in some crystal orientations by interaction with a further 100% 
abundant isotope with Z = i. Splittings varied from less than the linewidth to around 
0.17 mT and are thought to arise from a nearby 89Y nucleus. At some orientations a pair of 
satellites (intensity ratios, 4.6%) were observed flanking the even Zr and 9'Zr lines. These 
were thought to arise from hyperfine interaction with the 29Si nucleus (natural abundance, 
4.62%). Observed peak-to-peak linewidths were between 0.06 and 0.08 mT for both sets 
of spectra. 

The appropriate SH for the analysis is 

( ~ n s ) i = ~ ~ s . g i . ~ + C ( ~ . ( A j ) i . r j  -,%I, .(gNi)i.~+r,.(~j)i.rj} (1) 
1 

where the terms have their normal meanings and the subscripts refer to the i = 1-4 symetry- 
related species and the j = 2 nuclei, 91Zr and 89Y (29Si was not included in the fittings). 
The nuclear gN matrices for 91Zr and 89Y were taken as the respective isotropic matrices 
-0.521 44811 and -0.274835U (U is the 3 x 3 unit matrix). Even Zr and 91Zr data were 
fitted separately, including the *'Y hyperfine data in the former, but not in the latter. The 
even Zr isotope spectra were fitted to within the inherent scatter in the data (root mean 
squared deviation, RMSD over 329 unit weighted lines, 0.025 mT) but the 9'Zr fit was 
rather poorer (RMSD over 307 unit weighted lines. 0.077 mT). This is thought to be due 
to imprecision in measuring some very weak hyperfine lines and neglect of further 89Y 
hyperfine splittings for this isotope. 

The SH parameters so obtained are listed in table 1. 

3.2. D and RT centres 

The D-centre and RT-centre spectra were each characteristic of an S = 1 paramagnetic 
species and displayed symmetry requirements of a site of Laue class 2Im (monoclinic). 
There was a maximum of four symmetry-related species in a general crystal orientation 
collapsing to three in the bc-plane and to two in the ab-plane (see figure 2 for the D 
centre). The data in each centre were fitted to the first term of (1) and the results are given 
in table 2. For the D centre the RMSD between calculated and measured resonant fields was 
0.013 mT over 148 unit weighted lines and for the RT centre it was 0.01 1 mT over 144 unit 
weighted lines. The fits were therefore to within the inherent scatter in the data (i.e., RMSD 
< 5 (peak-to-peak linewidth)). 
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Table 1. SH parameten for the A centre (Z?+): sile I at yound IO K' 

Principal directionsb 
Principal 

Matrix Y k Values. Yk ek (') dk 

Even isotopes, I = 0 

g 1.93565(1) 0.00OOUI) -O.W071(4) I 1.93566(1) 89.106) 180.67(10) 
1.92627(1) 0.00566(3) 2 1.92705(2) 97.89(5) 90.79(10) 

1.88627(2) 3 1.88548(2) 7.94(5) 84.21(30) 
A(89Wg& 0.178(4) 0.004(7) ODw(18) I 0.178(4) 89.9(4.6) 181.4(2.3) 
(mT) 0.0036) -0.002(11) 2 0.0036) 91.6(11.6) 91.4(2.3) 

A(%),, = 0.44 mT 
A(29Si),i. = 0.26 mT 
R M S D ~  = 0.025 mT 
Odd isotope, 91Zr. I = $ 

9 1.93.579(4) 0.00011(5) 0.00025(9) I 1.93579(5) 90.2(1) 180.5(5) 
1.92627(6) -0.00561(7) 2 1,92704(6) 97.8(1) 90.5(3) 

1.88620(6) 3 1.88543(7) 7.8(1) 92.2(7) 

-0.053(14) 3 -0.053(4) 1.6(11.6) (-4' 

AC"W1sCPc 4.824(7) -0 .W9) 0.016(10) I 8.741(7) 1.0(1) 103.5(8.7) 
Cmn 4.927(9) 0.064(9) 2 4.926(8) 91.0(1) 92.2(4.9) 

8.740(7) 3 4.824(7) 90.2(2) 1822(4.8) 
Q ( 9 1 W ~ c P c  0.043(20) -0.003(44) -0.013(19) 1 0.046(34) 98(9) 337(177) 

0.036(18) O.OlI(Z0) 2 0.036(35) 92(28) 246(174) 
-0.079(14) 3 -0.082(14) 8(9) 318(72) 

RMSD = 0.0772 mT 

Error estimates in parentheses. 
Angle 8 measured from c and angle @ in an anticlockwise direction from a. 
Angle @ indeterminate. 
RMSD = mot-mean-squared-deviarion. 

4. Discussion 

The A centre results from capture of an electron at a @ site in the X-irradiated zircon and 
has previously been recorded and reported by Solntsev and Shcherbakova (1973) as *+((U). 
Our current results correct an error in axis identification by Solntsev and Shcherbakova, more 
precisely determine the SH parameters and extend the measurements by including the sgY 
hyperfine interaction. The experiments do not establish the absolute signs of the principal 
values, the signs of A(89Y) and Q("Zr) principal values are known relative to 
those of APIZr) (assumed here to be positive). 

The site symmetry of the A centre is established from the observed site splittings as 
Laue class i (Rae 1969), which implies that the tetragonal (4%) symmetry of the ideal 
pt site is destroyed by the presence of one or more nearby ions. Tentatively we take 
the Y3+ ion to isomorphously replace a Zr'+ ion next-nearest neighbour to the Z?+ centre. 
A single positively charged compensator is also required, which, because of the lack of 
observable hypefine sbllcture, is presumably remotely located. The influence of !he Y3+ 
and +1 compensator are clearly sufficient to lower the site symmetry at the Zr3+ centre 
from tetragonal to triclinic but the deviations from uniaxial symmetry are not great and the 
'unique' g- and 91Zr A-tensor directions lie within a few degrees of the tetragonal axis, c. 
(The 'unique' 89Y axis however lies almost along a.) The low symmetry of the site of the 
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Figure 2. The angular dependence of lhe D-centre g-factor in the (a) bc- and (b) ob-planes of 
the crystal. The circled numbers represent the symmetry-related sites (1H4). 

paramagnetic is also evidenced by the non-coincidence of the g- and A(91Zr)-tensor principal 
directions; however the degree of non-coincidence only just exceeds the combined errors in 
these directions (table 1). The principal directions of the 91Zr nuclear electric quadrupole 
tensor are not particularly well determined and we can only say that the ‘unique’ axis of 
the electric field gradient tensor lies close to the c-axis of the crystal. 

It is useful to consider briefly the distribution of spin density in the orbitals of the 
Z?+ 5s4d configuration and in those of the nearby interacting 29Si 3s3p and 89Y 5s4d 
orbitals. From the relative magnitude of the g- (8, < $(gx + g y ) )  and 91Zr A-tensor 
(A, =- $(Ax + A y ) )  principal values in the unpaired electron can be assumed (Swalen and 
Ibers 1962) to be localized in the dxz-yz orbital. The A-tensor, from table 1, converted to 
MHz, may be decomposed 
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Table 2. Site 1 SH parameters for D and m centres (details as in table I ) .  

Principal directions 
Principal 

Marrin y k ValueS. yk ak r) $k r) 
D centre 

9 2.00649(1) O.WOW(3) 0.00078(2) 1 2.01056(1) 10.8(2) 180.0(7) 
2.00360(1) O.OOOoO(l) 2 Z.W634(1) 100.8(2) 180.0(6) 

2.01041(1) 3 2.00360(1) 90.0 90.0 
RMSD = 0.013 mT 
RT centre 

9 Z.OOSll(2) O.OOOW(1) -O.W287(2) I 2.01340(2) ZS.4(1) 180.0(3) 
2.00509(1) O.OOOW(2) 2 2.00656(2) 118.4(1) 180.0(6) 

2.011 8 X 1 )  3 2.00509(1) 90.0 90.0 
RMSD = 0.011 mT 

135.20 -37.55 
138.06 ) = 17275( 1 I )  + ( -34.69 

244.98 72.23 

from which we obtain the isotropic parameter a = 172.75 MHz and anisotropic parameter 
b = -1 (37.55 + 34.69) = -36.12 MHz. a and b are compared to the atomic parameters 
A' and pd respectively from table 1 of Morton and Preston (1978) giving for the 9'Zr 
contributions Zr 5s, 172.750753 = 0.063 (6.3%) and Zr 4d, 36.12/($x 155.6) = 0.812 
(81.2%). Of the remaining 12.596, around 6% can be associated with 29Si 3s3p orbitals, 
using the observed hyperfine splittings from table 1. If the remaining 6.5% is associated 
with *'Y, principally 4d orbitals, then an anisotropic parameter b = -0.03 mT is predicted, 
in reasonable agreement with the observed value (table 1) of -0.05 mT. 

The D-centre and RT-Centre spectra exhibit very similar characteristics and it is 
convenient to discuss the two together. From the site-splitting patterns (see figure 2 for 
the D centre), which are identical for the two, the site of the paramagnetic centre is of 
Laue class 2/m (Umz in the nomenclature of Rae (1969)). Sites 1 and 2 must have a 
principal direction along b and sites 3 and 4 must have a principal direction along a; the 
remaining principal directions are located in the ac or bc planes respectively (see table 2 
for site 1). Both centres are relatively easily power saturated but differ in that D is only 
observable at temperatures below 77 K while m, as the naming implies, is observable at 
room temperatures. All data used here were however recorded at around 10 K and usually 
at low microwave power (-0.05 mW), which effectively isolated the signals from other 
interfering centres, which were no longer visible. Both D and m centres are thought to be 
hole centres with the hole trapped near to an 0 anion because (i) the g values are all greater 
than the free electron value, (ii) the 0 atoms, at positions 16h in the 141 famd tetragonal 
space group, all display point group symmetry m, or Um h u e  class, as observed in the 
site-splitting pattems and (iii) some principal directions can be well correlated with 0-21 
or @Si bond directions as detailed below. 

The eight 0 atoms about a given Zr atom form two distorted tetrahedra of short (2.13 A) 
and long 2.27 A) bonds. (Each short- and long-bonded 0 is respectively long and short 
bonded to a next-nearest-neighbour Zr.) Crystallographic data were taken from the book 
by Wyckoff (1965). With respect to the Zr position there are then two possible types of 0 
site for trapping the proposed paramagnetic hole. We propose that the D centre arises from 
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Table 3. D- and m e n m e  g-lensor orientations in relation to crystal bond directions'. 

D centre 

g-matrix Holecentre ( I )  at 0 (0.32. 0. 0.07) 

81 Ok @'k direction to: r (A) e 0 
2.01056 10.8 1 80 O(0.18, 0. 0.67) 3.75 13.5 I80 
2.00634 100.8 I80 Zr(0. 0.0) 2.13 101.4 180 
2.003 60 90 90 O(0.31. f ,  0.18) 3.36 78.8 90 
RT Entre 

g-mamix Hole-centre (2) at 0 (0.32, 0. 0.07) 

gk Ok $k direction to: (A) 0 0 
2.01340 28.4 180 mf. 0, - f ,  2.27 32.4 180 
2.00656 118.4 180 si(;, 0, a)  1.61 131.5 180 
2.005 09 90 90 O(0.32. f .  0.18) 3.36 78.8 90 

Fractional coordinates of atoms in parentheses 

a hole trapped at a short-bonded 0 when the two g-tensor principal directions of species 
1 contained in the ac-plane lie 0.6" and 2.7' respectively away from the Zr-0 and 0-0 
direction as indicated in table 3; the third principal direction, along b, lies 11.2' away from 
mother 0-0 direction. The RT centre seem sensibly to be related to a hole trapped at 
a long-bonded 0 site or. alternatively and equivalently, trapped at the short-bonded 0 as 
above but with a different orientation of the g-tensor principal directions. In this case, as 
outlined in table 3, the g-tensor principal directions of species 1 in the nc-plane lie 4" away 
from an 0-Zr direction (this is a next-nearest-neighbour Zr to which the 0-trapping centre 
is long bonded) and 13.1" away from an Mi direction. The two sets of principal directions 
are related by a 17.6" rotation about b. The close proximity of this proposed position to 
an Si atom might lead to the expectation of %i hypefine structure being observed. Weak 
hyperfine lines were indeed observed for the RT centre but it could not be definitively 
established as 29Si hyperfine structure. 

This portrayal of two differently oriented paramagnetic hole centres existing on the same 
trapping 0 centre raises an interesting possibility. We have noted above that the D centre 
is irreversibly destroyed as the temperature is raised. Does it convert to the second, more 
stable RT orientation, leading to an increased EPR signal for the latter? Unfortunately it is 
not easy to cany out an unambiguous experiment to check the decay of the D centre and 
possible g~owth of the RT centre so this intriguing possibility remains for further experiment. 
The irreversible destruction of the D centre with increasing temperature precludes the sort of 
dynamical interchange between the two centres that was obtained for Ge centres in a-quartz 
(Jsoya et al 1978). 
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